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A customer-centric approach 
to automation
Customer service providers have long explored the potential of 
automation and omnichannel technology, in an effort to improve 
operational efficiency, bolster profitability and reduce call volumes.

Omnichannel strategies have been steered by digital trends in the 
market, driven by a blend of shifting customer behaviour and new 
technology innovations.

Once again, we see the dust being blown off the omnichannel 
handbook, as a new wave of automation technologies promises to 
disrupt the customer service arena, offering new opportunities to 
realize untapped efficiencies and profits.

However, in this race to automate the world of customer service, it is 
all too easy to overlook our most valuable asset… the customer.

Look at the way that chatbots are deployed to improve automation. 
It ’s true that they can handle many simple customer questions, and 
therefore deflect calls to the contact centre, but are companies 
selecting the right issues for automation?

It is easy to fall into the trap of applying the usual Pareto Principle 
and saying, ‘let’s automate 20% of questions that cause 80% of our 
call volumes.’

However, these quick and dirty calculations have given rise to 
many over-hyped forecasts for call avoidance or efficiency gains, 
often leading to ill-informed platform purchases or  
stakeholder commitments.

The reality is that many more dimensions need to be considered, when 
calculating the real addressable opportunity for automation, including:

 1. Transactional Volume: what are the highest volume   
  transactional issues? These are issues that require minimum  
  human interaction.

 2. Technical feasibility: how possible is it to automate these  
  issues? What are the integration requirements? How  
  complex is the problem solving or workflow logic?

 3. Quality: is it possible to maintain a quality of service through  
  the automated mechanism, and thus avoid the customer  
  being caught up in an automation arms race?

 4. Value of the interaction: what is the value to the brand of  
  maintaining human interaction for these contact drivers, and  
  where should human contact be preserved?

 5. Customer value perception: how would the customer prefer  
  to engage with your brand for the issue in question, and how  
  much do they value human interaction?

It is points 4 and 5 that are all too often overlooked in digital 
transformation initiatives, particularly where technology is driving 
the approach.

It is only when we have a detailed view of the nature of each 
contact, that we can determine the value of the interaction, to both 
brand and customer alike.

For example, lodging a formal complaint may appear to be a simple 
process that can easily be automated. However, consider the 
scenario of a customer treated badly inside a store. If they call and 
plan to report a rude and unhelpful member of staff then it is highly 
likely that they would expect the empathy that a human agent can 
provide – not an automated complaint recording service. 

A life insurance claim may ostensibly appear like easy pickings for 
automation, yet what of the expectations of the customer, looking for 
empathy and sympathy when reporting the death of a spouse?
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In other cases, what customers really want from an empathetic 
agent is discretion. When they call their utility provider about a 
missed bill payment, they can’t explain to a machine that expensive 
emergency car repairs meant that they missed the deadline to 
pay their bill. A human might be able to listen to the situation, 
understand, and grant some flexibility so the bill is paid, even if it is a 
few weeks late.

In all these cases, it is not how often the process takes place that 
matters, nor is it the technical feasibility of the automation, it is the 
nature of the issue that will determine how the customer expects to 
be handled.

It ’s also important to remember, that in many cases, the only direct 
interaction between a brand and the customer is through the 
customer service function. If you have no other direct contact, then 
this should be an important consideration when planning how to 
automate those interactions. It may be that the human-to-human 
interactions are worth preserving, simply because there is no other 
place along the customer journey that someone can engage with 
a person representing your brand. That personal interaction is 
exactly the opportunity to work on nurturing customer loyalty, and to 
explore ways in which you can add value to the relationship.

So the journey begins, with a thorough understanding of interactions, 
segmenting and classifying contact issues, to determine if they may 
be considered emotional or transactional in nature.

Contact drivers that are highly transactional in nature, often deliver 
no added value through human interaction, and in most instances, 
customers will be glad not to have to queue, to speak with an 
agent to address their needs. This has long been understood in the 
customer service industry, and can be seen today in the popular use 
of IVRs, for the automation of quick transactional interactions.

For example, if a customer is contacting their bank just to inform 
them that they will soon be travelling, and the security department 
needs to be aware, then this is a very basic transactional 
requirement. The bank could even offer a visual ‘Travelling Yes/No’ 
option on their app, and these calls could be almost eradicated with 
no detriment to the customer experience.

At the extremes of the spectrum, it is easy to segment call 
drivers – highly transactional is well suited to automation, and 
highly emotional are well suited to humans; but what of the areas 
between? The model below shows four classifications into which all 
contact drivers can be segmented:

1. Human only service interactions

These are interactions reserved for high-value customers, or issues 
that require sympathy, empathy or discretion. They are also well 
suited to calls, where up-sell or cross-sell opportunities can  
be explored.

2. Bionic interactions

Bionic interactions combine human and machine, to deliver the 
optimal blend of efficiency and emotion. This is a popular approach 
for chatbot solutions, that provide the ability to dynamically hand-
over the conversation from a machine to a human, depending upon 
the root cause. These are well suited to issues that have a time-
consuming process of gathering customer context, yet still, require 
the human touch to complete the interaction.

3. Complete automation / self-service

Contact drivers that can be resolved, without the need to engage 
with a human agent. These are issues that can be resolved through 
self-service interactions that reside upstream of the contact centre 
(online, chatbots, mobile, IVR etc).

4. Problem eradication

 Contact drivers that can be completely eradicated through 
improvements to products and services, or marketing and 
communications. An area that is all too often overlooked, when 
defining a strategy for call avoidance. 
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The needs and preferences of the customer, need to be carefully 
considered when determining a strategy for automation.

It is a mistake, to suggest that millennials love automation and online 
systems and never want to make a phone call, or conversely that baby 
boomers do not embrace digital or social for customer care.

The demographics of the caller certainly provides one dimension, 
but no matter what the age segment, the nature of the call will 
dominate customer behaviour and preference.

In some cases, brands have made this mistake. They have identified 
their customers as coming largely from the millennial demographic, 
and assumed that a predominantly automated customer service 
process would be ideal. However, once they have gone down this 
road it is sometimes impossible to return – even when the focus on 
the age of the customer is demonstrated to have been the  
wrong approach.

How do you approach the segmentation of call drivers?

If a customer-centric strategy for digital transformation is to be 
adopted, then a dual approach is required:

First, there is the outside-in approach. You need to look at how the 
customer sees their interaction requirements through popular Voice 
of- the-Customer (VOC) mechanisms, including interviews, surveys, 
focus groups or through the text analytics of Customer Satisfaction 
(CSAT) verbatims or social media comment.

Second, you need to explore the inside-out view as well. This means 
mapping the contact drivers, so you have a detailed understanding 
of the reasons why the customer is contacting you. Unfortunately, I 
can say with confidence, that 100% of all the companies I have ever 
advised are lacking any adequate mechanism, or process, for the 
capture of detailed contact driver intelligence.

So why is this? How does it 
usually work today?
In a traditional contact centre setup, agents will be expected to 
select a Call Reason Code at the end of each customer contact, in 
order to classify the nature of the call. Reason codes are typically 
provided through a drop-down menu of options, such as billing, 
customer care, support, technical etc.

Usually, these are extremely broad topics, and not very useful 
for analytical purposes, so companies add a second drop down, 
presenting the agent with both primary and secondary classification 

options. In many contact centres, a third option is added to the mix, 
presenting the agents with an even more complex taxonomy of 
choices to navigate. While all of these options have been designed, 
with the best of analytical intentions in mind, they, unfortunately, 
provide little in the way of meaningful insight.

If each tier, in a three-tier call reason taxonomy has 20 options to 
choose from, then it is not uncommon for an agent to be presented 
with 8,000 different call reason choices. It is little wonder that agents 
fail to classify information correctly, instead opting to deposit their 
selections within 5-6 favourite and often ambiguous options.

This call reason taxonomy, doesn’t even reflect the careful 
taxonomies of biology, where animals are organised by species, 
genus, family, order, class, and so on. Call reason taxonomies 
are generally disorganised, complex, and poorly designed. New 
classification branches, and options, are typically added over time, 
that often bears no relation to the overall logic of the taxonomy, 
mixing together product names, symptoms, root causes and 
solutions. It ’s no surprise, that the agents rarely take time to record 
the real reason for a call.

And here is our revelation
You cannot use your existing call reason data, to plan an automated 
future. It ’s like feeding ‘garbage’ into the design of a new strategy 
‘garbage in, garbage out’. You cannot design the right processes 
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or types of service interaction to automate, when none of your call 
reason code information is accurate.

You need to accept, that most of the data you need to support 
decisions, resides in blind spots, that are not addressed through 
traditional reporting mechanisms. All automation projects, from RPA 
to chatbots, to next best action insights, require reliable insight, 
and a deep understanding of interactions. You need to embark on 
a programme of observational analysis, to really understand your 
customer’s issues, and plan what can be automated.

This is one of the ironies of the Big Data movement. We may already 
have large datasets full of the reasons why customers are calling, 
but the data is a mile wide and just an inch deep, because it is 
unreliable. You need to start analysing calls, and determining the 
real reasons that customers are contacting you – the answers come 
with a narrower focus on data that is an inch wide and a mile deep.

Interactions Assessments
The data and insight you require to underpin your digital transformation 
roadmap, are unlikely to exist in your organisation today.

This means, that the only way to determine which processes can be 
automated, is to start by assessing your customer interactions:

How are they getting in touch?

What do they need / what are their symptoms?

What are the root causes of these needs/symptoms?

What is the solution, and where does the solution reside?

All data, that is not forthcoming through any level of traditional 
reason code reporting.

Vendors who want to sell a chatbot system cannot, and should not, 
drive your automation strategy, they provide the solution, but the 
requirements need to be forged by the brand and the customer 
service operation.

You need to remain customer-centric, retaining those human 
interactions where appropriate. You need to unlock real insights, 
into why your customer calls, before determining which type of calls 
could be automated. It ’s almost certain that you don’t have these 
insights today, so how can you be planning an automation strategy?

The traditional consulting approach is ‘give us your data:’ this data 
is taken, analysed, and ideas and solutions are proposed. What 
Praxidia is suggesting, is that existing data will not help you decide 
on the right way to automate: you need to start by analysing 
interactions, to really determine what can be automated. New data, 
based on listening to real calls and talking to live agents – finding 
out what genuinely drives your customers. This is how you develop 
the insight you need if you are planning to change how customers 
interact with your brand.

A common problem in transformation projects, is partners commit 
to transactional targets without clearly evaluating the baseline. 
If the numbers that created the baseline are incorrect, then the 
transformational plan cannot succeed. You cannot build and 
transform, without solid evidence of the real baseline activity. Many 
projects have failed simply because of this reason – and there are 
multiple examples of this in the UK market alone, during the last 
decade. Once the project starts it is often too late to stop, even 
when it becomes clear that the assumptions and data points being 
used for the baseline, and future targets, are all faulty. At best, this 
can lead to an abandoned transformation project. At worst, this 
can mean years of legal dispute with company executives, arguing 
futilely that they delivered what had been proposed and contracted 
– even though it did not resemble what was required.
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What remains for the  
human agents?
With genuine insights into the drivers of customer contact, 
it becomes possible to plan an automation strategy that can 
enhance your customer experience. Focusing on the automation of 
transactions the customer will appreciate – rather than automating 
those interactions where a human interaction would be  
more helpful.

If recent studies are to be believed, then up to 35% of contact centre 
jobs may be lost to automation in the coming decade, so if this is true 
then what type of interactions will be handled by the agent of future?

Naturally, a more detailed insight comes from analysing the contact 
driver data in each case, but it is possible to broadly summarise 
these six areas, as the type of interactions where humans should 
remain in control:

 1. High-value customers who require the ‘white glove’  
  treatment – you don’t want to be automating service to your  
  best customers.

 2. Emotional discretion – interactions where the customer is  
  likely to feel that they need to talk to a human so discretion  
  can be applied to a situation, such as arranging a ‘better  
  deal’ than is usually offered.

 3. Emotional frustration – when the customer is upset and  
  wants to directly talk to someone to complain. They are  
  unlikely to be satisfied by complaining to a bot.

 4. Emotional sympathy or empathy – when the nature of  
  contact is emotional, such as a health issue, it is unlikely that  
  the customer will want to engage with a bot.

 5. Outbound-targeted interactions – if the agent has initiated  
  the call, based on ‘Next Best Action’ recommendations –  
  typically based on predictive data analytics, then a human  
  can engage more effectively. Typically, this might be  
  when the data indicates that this is a customer who may  
  cancel their business with your brand in the near future –  
  you need human empathy to find out what the brand can do,  
  to keep them on board and avoid churn.

 6. Management of exceptions – handling particularly unusual  
  or singular issues, that have not been modelled for  
  machine handling.

It ’s clear, that you may need to change your approach to 
contact centre recruitment. If simple transactional interactions 
are automated, and only those more emotional or high-value 
interactions go to a human agent, then naturally it means that your 
agents need to raise their game.

This new breed of agent will be hired based on their soft skills, and 
ability to empathise with the customer. These skills, will be far more 
important than any technical skills, or product knowledge. While 
these can be nurtured in the training room, it is likely that greater 
emphasis will be placed upon inherent personality traits  
and dispositions.

In many ways, these agents will no longer be just engaging in 
customer service, they will be the face of your brand – effectively 
becoming a ‘brand ambassador.’ They will manage the most 
sensitive interactions between the customer and brand, taking 
actions and decisions that can directly impact customer perception, 
loyalty and advocacy.
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Conclusion
This paper describes how automation can help to improve the 
experience your customers have, when interacting with your brand.

The opportunities are undoubtedly there, to augment human service 
with technology, and deliver the best level of care for customers.

However, this is offset by the very real threat of undertaking digital 
transformation ‘blindly.’

Taking lessons from a very recent history, Praxidia has responded 
to these threats by developing a unique and bespoke program of 
assessment modules: one that leverages proprietary tools and 
experienced practitioners, to ensure that key data held in the 
‘blind-spots’ of your contact-centre are identified, captured, and 
woven into a forensic understanding of your operation. Once this is 
understood, organisations are armed with the information required 
to make informed decisions, as to how and when automation should 
be applied, to deliver the best CX outcomes for their customers. Real 
insight, backed by robust business case data, and with quantifiable 
impact for both the organisation and its customers.

Beware the CX supplier that sells you a future vision of your contact 
centre, without ever taking the time to mine new data, and insights, 
from your customer interactions.

Get in touch with us today, to learn more, about how we can help 
you avoid the hidden dangers, that lurk beneath the waters of  
digital transformation.

Email: engage@praxidia.com

www.praxidia.com
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